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Description:  These thick and durable tiles offer great comfort, slip prevention, and ease of use. The soft and 

spongy feel of this product offers great anti-fatigue qualities and cushioning. Far more comfortable 

than solid rubber mats, this spongy product is light and easy to handle. This mat is best placed in 

areas where people are expected to remain standing for extended periods of time.  

Material:   Rubberized Gel Foam 

Thickness:   5/8 inch 

Sizes:    18 in x 24 in, 6lbs 

                24 in x 36 in, 8lbs 

                30 in x 60 in, 23 lbs 

Colors:    Black 

Applications:  Anti-Fatigue Flooring, Anti-Slip Flooring, Aquariums, Bars, Bathrooms, Butcher Shops, Car 

Garages, Car Washes, Cashier Stands, Concrete Floor Covering, Corridors, Employee Work-

Stations, Exercise Studios, Food Preparation, Food Service Flooring, Front Counter Mat, Guard 

Stands, Hallways, Hardwood Floor Covering, Indoor Applications, Industrial Assembly Areas, 

Kitchens, Dishwashing Areas, Laundry Rooms, Linoleum Floor Covering, Locker Room Matting, 

Marine Applications, Outdoor Applications, Pathways, Pet Groomers Stations, Pool Decks, Runner 

Matting, Safety Surfacing, Tile Floor Covering, Washrooms. 

Worker Comfort:  This comfort mat comes in a 5/8-inch thickness in order to provide the upmost comfort. Show your 

employees your appreciation for their contributions by providing them with a comfortable floor.  

The ample thickness of this foam mat will provide an elastic and supportive surface that will better 

adhere to their weight reducing sore feet and aching joints. An added benefit of reducing physical 

discomfort for employees can be improvements in efficiency and vigilance. 

Slip Resistance:  Due to the rubberized nature of the foam material of these mats, they offer increased traction that 

can help prevent slip and fall accidents. Rubber’s natural high coefficient of friction makes this 

product perfectly suited for environments with excessive moisture. People are far less likely to trip 

while walking or standing on these mats compared to other types of surfaces. Take action now 

before something costly occurs in your workplace! 

Adaptable Aesthetic:  The Comfort Cloud offers an industrial-chic style that is both functional as well as aesthetically 

pleasing. It has a plain black appearance that is sleek and modern, yet unassuming enough to fit in 

with any setting.  

California Prop 65:                WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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